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Topicality of the research is caused by problems of expression of a gender

in video advertizing. Advertizing reflected feminist lines, offering generally the

goods focused on female audience. Today, in our opinion, the situation begins will

change. There is a set of the goods initially being considered female, but intended

for men. The man masters stereotipichno the "female" territory: care of the

appearance, household, education of children. Its role as "only the getter" leaves a

little on the second plan. In turn, modern women do not limit a field of the activity

to kitchen and beauty shop. They master man's specialties, assume administrative

roles, prove in political struggle. All these factors, undoubtedly demand revision of

approaches to modern advertizing which, in our opinion, lags behind modern

realities a little.

Objective of the work: creation of the most effective commercial reflecting

features of expression of a gender in video advertizing

Tasks:

− to study the phenomenon of gender in terms of anthological and

retrospective aspects;

− to examine the methodology of gender studies;

− to analyze the current approaches to the phenomenon of gender in

advertising;

− to consider the tools of expression of gender in video;

− to reveal the complexity of the analysis of the effectiveness of

instruments of expression of gender in video;



− to conduct a meaningful analysis of existing commercials, by the

example of one particularly taken the brand;

− to develop a promotional video based on the analysis of a particular

brand of commercials.

Theoretical significance of the work consists in consideration gender as a

whole, its place in advertising in general, and video advertising in particular, the

refinement of its economic and socio-cultural aspects of the impact on the target

audience, as well as in the analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the existing

advertising and identifying trends toward modernization.

Practical significance consists in design and create an effective video ad for

a brand of mayonnaise "Sloboda". The results can be implemented at the local and

national channels, as well as being used as an example for creating an advertising

campaign for these foods.

Results of the research:

− The phenomenon of gender is a general description of the person,

which is based on the concept of gender identity as a special kind of social identity

of the individual personality. Its formation occurs only in the process of

socialization under the influence of different cultural, external and internal factors.

− For the life of society is reflected in all aspects of existence, including

the right to put it in advertising, affect gender stereotypes. As the consequences of

their own synthesis (categorization) and generalization, gender stereotypes

generate our expectations regarding the behavior of men and women. Gender

stereotypes are firmly rooted in the consciousness of society and the affect it.

− Advertising is an expression of society, reflecting his views, ideals

and aspirations, while at the same time, forming them.

− The phenomenon of gender in advertising is that society creates

gender and gender, in turn, shapes society, reflecting and creating gender

stereotypes, gender roles and statuses.

− The main tool of expression of gender in video advertising is the use

of deep-rooted gender constructs and stereotypes. The main difficulty in analyzing



the effectiveness of the instruments of expression of gender in video is the

diversity of views of today's consumers on traditional gender roles, as well as the

complexity of the clear positioning of modern goods.

− Most existing commercials there is a clear tendency to bind to gender

stereotypes. As well, most of the commercials do not have a logical connection

with the advertised product, have the problem of inappropriate and rude humor

used is not clear to the Russian consumer. Also, there is a tendency to focus the

majority of female commercials and ignoring the male target audience.

− To solve the problem of gender expression in video we created the

roller mayonnaise "Sloboda" in view of the results of the study.

Recommendations: To successfully address the problem of gender

expression in video should pay attention to the mentality of the country, a feature

of the product, take into account gender roles and streotipes.


